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ABSTRACT OF THESIS
INVESTIGATION OF THE CLAIBORNE AQUIFER SYSTEM
HYDROSTRATIGRAPHY USING INTEGRATED GEOPHYSICAL METHODS:
JACKSON PURCHASE, KENTUCKY
Increased groundwater withdrawals associated with agricultural irrigation in the Jackson
Purchase have prompted questions related to groundwater availability and sustainability.
Key factors in addressing these questions are understanding the extent and variation in
thickness of the local hydrostratigraphic system, which is the upper part of the
Mississippi Embayment aquifer system. Correlations of 70 gamma-ray well logs, and 49
resistivity logs were made across parts of the Jackson Purchase in Fulton and Hickman
Counties in order to delineate the upper Claiborne aquifer and middle Claiborne
confining unit. Commercial software (i.e. Petra 3.8.3) was used to generate cross
sections, structure and isopach maps of the upper Claiborne aquifer, middle Claiborne
confining unit, and middle Claiborne aquifer. The structure and isopach maps show the
upper Claiborne aquifer and middle Claiborne confining unit thickening and dipping
southwest into the embayment. In an effort to test different methods for mapping these
hydrostatic units in the shallow sub-surface, surface electrical resistivity and a seismic
walkaway sounding were acquired and compared with downhole geophysical logs at two
well-constrained sites to test their limits for resolving these hydrostratigraphic units.
Both electric resistivity and seismic geophysical methods were best able to image the
Claiborne aquifer system when used together.
KEYWORDS: Claiborne aquifer, hydrostratigraphy, geophysics, electric
resistivity, seismic sounding
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Chapter 1. Introduction
1.1 Problem Statement, Hypothesis, and Objectives
The United States Geological Survey (USGS) considers the groundwater
hydrologic system for the Jackson Purchase of western Kentucky to consist of two
distinct regional aquifers, the upper and middle parts of the Claiborne Formation (Figure
1). The two aquifers are partitioned by a coherent and continuous aquitard in the middle
of the Claiborne Formation (Figure 2 [Lloyd, 1995]). Local absence or thinning of the
confining unit would indicate that there is potential for hydraulic connection between the
upper Claiborne aquifer and the middle Claiborne aquifer. If connected, groundwater
contamination (specifically nitrogen) from outside sources (e.g. surface agriculture, etc.)
could affect the lower, as well as upper aquifers (personal communication, E.G. Beck;
2015). Sixty-nine percent of residents in the Jackson Purchase utilize groundwater as
their primary drinking water source (E.G Beck, personal communication; 2015).
Consequently, an improved definition of the hydrostratigraphic boundaries comprising
the Claiborne aquifer system can provide a better understanding for the potential risk of
agriculturally-derived nitrogen contamination in western Kentucky aquifers.
This is a regional study of broad aquifers and confining intervals in the Claiborne
aquifer system. Detailed subsurface mapping of the upper Claiborne aquifer and middle
Claiborne confining unit in the Jackson Purchase of western Kentucky, and specifically,
Fulton and Hickman Counties. The research has two primary objectives: 1) identifying
and mapping the Claiborne aquifer system using hydrostratigraphic boundaries from 70
natural gamma and 49 resistivity well logs using the commercial software Petra 3.8.3,
and 2) evaluating the effectiveness of two common non-invasive geophysical methods
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(i.e. seismic walkaway reflection soundings and 2-D electric resistivity tomography) to
image the subsurface hydrostratigraphic boundaries at a well constrained site in the
region to see if they can image the inferred hydrosttratiraphy based on subsurface logs.
Higher-resolution mapping of the Claiborne aquifer system will contribute to an
improved understanding of the intra-hydrostratigraphic elevation and thickness variation,
as well determine if intervening clays between the upper Claiborne aquifer and middle
Claiborne aquifer are regional in extent and effectively separate the two potential aquifers
in Fulton and Hickman Counties, Jackson Purchase Region, northern Mississippi
Embayment.

Figure 1: Study Area is located in Fulton and Hickman Counties of the Jackson Purchase of the northern Mississippi
embayment. The red line outlines the two counties of interest. The Yellow tear drop is the CUSSO seismic location and
gamma log location from Woolery and Almayahi (2014). The yellow pushpin located in Tennessee is the location of the
geophysics test site at the well constrained Thorpe study area.
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Figure 2: The stratigraphy of interest is the Claiborne group and Jackson Formation
which are undifferentiated in Kentucky. The Claiborne Formation is the correct
term for Kentucky terminology. The hydrogeologic units of interest are the upper
Claiborne aquifer (UCA), the middle Claiborne confining unit (MCCU), and the
middle Claiborne aquifer (MCA)). This figure is modified from Lloyd and Lyke,
(1995;); Brahana, Bradley, and et al., .(1986;); Hosman and Weiss, 1991; Parks and
Carmichael, 1990; and Williamson, Grubb and et al., 1990.
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1.2 Study Area
The study area is located in the northern Mississippi Embayment, within the
Jackson Purchase region of western Kentucky. More specifically, the site lies in Fulton
and Hickman Counties in southwestern-most Kentucky (Figure 1). The Mississippi
Embayment is an approximately 200,000 km2, southward-dipping syncline in which the
Mississippi River flows (Figure 3). Within the Kentucky part of the Embayment, Late
Cretaceous, Eocene, Pleistocene, and Holocene sediments were deposited. In the Jackson
Purchase, the Eocene Claiborne Formation or Group, and Jackson Formation, contain
aquifers, generally combined into hydrostratigraphic units of the Claiborne aquifer (Fig.
2).
Public and domestic water supplies in Fulton and Hickman Counties depend on
the aquifer system for agriculture uses and drinking water (KGS, 2016). As of 2012, an
average of 86 percent of Hickman and Fulton Counties consist of cropland (Agricultural
Census, 2012). The remainder of the land is an average of 5.6 percent other and 7.4
percent woodland uses (Agricultural Census, 2012). Figure 1 shows the western
Kentucky study area in Fulton and Hickman Counties, as well as the control sites
including the Thorpe well where the electric resistivity surveys and seismic soundings
were tested, and the CUSSO (Central United States Seismic Observatory) borehole where
additional seismic soundings and profiling were evaluated.

1.2.1 Lithostratigraphic and Hydrostratigraphic Descriptions
1.2.1.1 Lithostratigraphy
The Jackson Purchase region of southwestern Kentucky is generally underlain by
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sediment deposits that can yield groundwater for the industrial, public, and agricultural
irrigation uses (Davis, 1973). The Cretaceous through Eocene sediments consist
primarily of unlithified clay, silt, sand and gravel of marine origin (Ervin, 2015). In
Kentucky, the oldest lithostratigraphic unit s above Paleozoic bedrock is the Late
Cretaceous Tuscaloosa Formation. It does not occur everywhere in the subsurface and
may be limited to only parts of the embayment in Kentucky. The Tuscaloosa is
unconformably overlain by the McNairy (Late Cretaceous) and Clayton (Paleocene)
Formations (Olive, 1980; McDowell, 1981). In western Kentucky, the two units are
lithologically similar, so were mapped as McNairy-Clayton undifferentiated. The
McNairy was deposited in a marine freshwater costal deltaic environment during a warm
to temperate subtropic climate in the Upper Cretaceous (Olive, 1980; Olive and
McDowell, 1986; Tschudy, 1970). The Owl Creek Formation of surrounding states, was
not mapped in Kentucky and is likely included within the undifferentiated McNairy and
Clayton Formations (Olive, 1980). The Paleocene Clayton Formation is conformably
overlain by the Porters Creek Clay Formation (Olive, 1980). The Clayton Formation and
Porters Creek Clay are part of the Midway Group southward in the Embayment, but the
“group” name was not adopted during geologic mapping in western Kentucky. It is
unconformably overlain by sediments in the Lower Eocene, Wilcox Formation (Olive,
1980; McDowell, 1981). In Kentucky, the upper part of the formation is clay while the
lower is sand (Cushing et al 1964). The Wilcox is a freshwater fluvial-deltaic deposit
(Olive, 1980). The thickness of the Wilcox Formation varies due tounconformities at the
base and top of the formation. The Wilcox is unconformably overlain by the Lower to
Middle Eocene Claiborne Formation. In Kentucky, the Claiborne is mapped as a
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“Formation.”, while in Tennessee, it was mapped as a “Group: consisting of four
formations: the Tallahatta, Sparta, Cook Mountain, and Cockfield Formations (in
ascending order). The Claiborne was deposited in brackish-marine (Tschudy 1982) to
non-marine freshwater environments (Olive and McDowell 1986). The Claiborne is
conformably overlain by the Jackson Formation (Olive, 1980; McDowell, 1981). The
Jackson was deposited in the Late Eocene (to possibly earliest Oligocene) in lacustrine
and fluvial environments (Olive, 1980; McDowell, 1981). The Jackson is similar in
appearance to the underlying Claiborne and the two units are undifferentiated in parts of
western Kentucky. The Jackson is the uppermost pre-Pliocene unit in the Embayment. It
is unconformably overlain by the Pliocene-Pleistocene Mounds Gravel (mapped in
Kentucky as “continental deposits” and equivalent to the Lafayette Gravel) (McDowell,
1981).The Mounds Gravel ranges in thickness from 5-40 feet (in Hickman County) and
thins eastward (Finch, 1972). Above the Mounds Gravel, (in ascending order) are the
Pleistocene Metropolis Formation (of Illinois and possibly not extending far into
Kentucky), Loveland Formation (not found in Kentucky), the Roxanna Silt, and Peoria
Loess. These Pleistocene units were not mapped during geological quadrangle mapping,
but occur in parts of the Jackson Purchase. They were deposited as loess, and sediment
via windstorms and alluvial deposition following glacial melt (Finch, 1972). The
maximum combined thickness of Pleistocene units (Metropolis Formation through the
Peoria Loess) in Hickman County is 82 feet and thins eastward (Finch, 1972).

1.2.1.2 Hydrostratigraphy
This study focuses on identifying and geophysically imaging characteristic
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hydrostratigraphic boundaries within the Claiborne Formation. Hydrostratigraphically,
the Claiborne is divided into an upper Claiborne aquifer (UCA), middle Claiborne
confining unit (MCCU), middle Claiborne aquifer (MCA), and combined lower
Claiborne aquifer and upper Wilcox aquifer of the Eocene (Lloyd, 1995). The
boundaries separating the UCA, MCCU, and MCA, as outlined in red in Figure 2, are the
horizons of mapping interest. The lower and middle Claiborne aquifers are composed of
sand, minor clay, and some lignite. The middle Claiborne confining unit is defined by
significantly more clay and lesser silt. The upper Claiborne aquifer is predominantly
sand, silt, and minor clay.
Lithostratigraphy is the division of a geologic interval based on mappable rock
units (formations, members, and beds). Boundaries of lithostratigraphic units are usually
based on changes in rock type (e.g., sandstones, limestones, and shales).
Hydrostratigraphy is the division of a geologic interval based on the potential flow paths
of fluids through the rock interval. Hydrostratigraphic units are based on changes in
permeability, which can be similar to or different from rock type.
In some cases, where lithostratigraphic boundaries are impermeable shales or
claystones, these may act as confining layers, so that the hydrostratigraphic unit is the
same or similar to the lithostratigraphic unit. However, in cases where a confining zone
is not at the base or top of a lithostratigraphic unit, the hydrostratigraphic and
lithostratigraphic units will be different. Multiple hydrostatic units can occur in one
lithostratigraphic unit, or multiple lithostratigraphic units may occur in a
hydrostratigraphic unit. It depends on the continuity and thickness of potential confining
layers. Establishing hydrostratigraphic correlations for these units is important for
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current groundwater budgeting and modeling.

1.2.2 Geologic History
The Mississippi Embayment developed above part of the Reelfoot Rift, a
Cambrian aulocogen (Ervin et al., 1975; Hildenbrand, 1985), periodically controlling
Paleozoic sedimentation.. The embayment structure is interpreted to have formed from
broad regional subsidence or down-warping into a structural trough opening to the south
(Hildenbrand, 1985 ). Bedrock within the Mississippi Embayment consists of Late
Cambrian through Mississippian strata, unconformably overlain by Late Cretaceous
through Holocene sediments. Southwestward within the embayment in Kentucky,
progressively older strata are truncated beneath the pre-Late Cretaceous unconformity
(Cushing et al., 1964; Davis et al., 1973; McDowell, 1981).
During the Late Cretaceous,(100 ma)the North American Plate drifted over the
Bermuda hotspot causing the Mississippi Valley Arch expansion from southern Illinois to
Louisiana (Van Arsdale, 2009; Cox and Van Arsdale, 2002; Van Arsdale and Cox, 2007).
The arch extended beneath the Ouachita Mountains and locally lifted the mountains
causing an increase in erosion from the mountains. As the North American plate moved
west from the hotspot, magma emplacements beneath the MRV cooled and subsided.
Thermal cooling lowered the Mississippi arch surface below sea level during the
Cretaceous-Eocene to form the present expression of the southeast-plunging Mississippi
Embayment (VanArsdale, 2009). The subsidence allowed the Gulf of Mexico to extend
into the central North America, and the Mississippi River to flow southward to the Gulf.
The Mississippi River was influenced by sea level rise and fall during the Late
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Cretaceous, so that by the end of the Cretaceous, approximately 300 meters of marine and
deltaic sediments had been deposited near its centroid (i.e. the Memphis area of
Tennessee) (VanArsdale, 2009).
At the start of the Cenozoic Era, the Mississippi Embayment was an extension of
the Gulf of Mexico. Pleistocene glaciation caused a sea level decline of approximately
150 meters resulting in entrenchment of Mississippi River. The modern Mississippi river
delta started to build 12 thousand years ago as the Wisconsin ice sheets started to melt
and raise the sea level. The Mississippi River during the Pliocene is similar to the
contemporary river system; however, the Pliocene fluvial system was 100 meters higher
as recorded in gravel deposits (VanArsdale, 2009).
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Figure 3: Outline of the Mississippi Embayment with the study area outlined in Red. Figured Modified from the USGS
(http://ar.water.usgs.gov/meras). Inset modified from Lloyd and Lyke, 1995; Hosman and Weiss, 1991.
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Chapter 2 Methods
2.1 Borehole Geophysical Methods, Data Provenance, and Acquisition
Seventy gamma logs were assembled from existing databases, as well as 19 logs
newly acquired for this project. Most of the gamma logs (i.e. 50 logs) were donated to
the Kentucky Geologic Survey (KGS) from Phillips Coal Company. The logs were
acquired in the early 1970s and provided to the KGS as individual raster files. The 50
electric logs from the Phillips Coal Company were acquired using a 2 mci Cobalt source
logger (to measure natural gamma) manufactured by SIE Incorporated. Gamma log data
appears to have been collected every 0.4 ft at a rate of 12 ft/min. The equipment and
logging speeds were not labeled on the raster files for the resistivity logs.
Raster files for the 70 logs were digitized using NeuraLog and saved as a
Petra.LIC files for data manipulation and interpretation. NeuraLog is a log digitizing
software which is widely used in the oil and gas industry. Petra is a subsurface well log
and database software which is also widely used in the oil and gas industry for data
management, manipulation, and visualization. NeuraLog software allows the user to
digitize raster logs and images by setting tracks and scales, and then tracing the log itself.
Nineteen gamma logs in the KGS oil and gas data base were saved as a digital LAS files
(these logs did not need to be manually digitized) from 2014-2015.
The 19 electric logs used in this study were collected using a Mount Sopris
4MXA-1000 natural gamma-ray logger. The Mount Sopris 4MXA-1000 consists of a
MX Winch which is a logging hoist capable of positioning a geophysical probe or other
tools in a borehole (Figure 4). The 4MXA is equipped with a slip ring and connections
through which surface instrumentation can communicate with the probe. The probe used
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to collect gamma data was a QL40-GR, which measures the amount of gamma radiation
occurring naturally within the formations crossed by a borehole. Gamma data acquired
by the KGS were collected at a 0.1 ft. interval and 5 ft/min rate. One gamma log,
CUSSO, described by Woolery and Almayahi (2014) was hydrostratigraphically
reinterpreted for this project. The CUSSO log was available as a LAS file. It is the
deepest log, 592 m (1,942 ft), in the three borehole nest comprising the vertical seismic
observatory. Seismic P-wave walkaway reflection soundings and common-midpoint
seismic profiling were collected adjacent to the borehole by Woolery and Almayahi
(2014); however, they did not evaluate the borehole stratigraphy or seismostratigraphy in
a hydrostratigraphic context.

2.1.1 Borehole Gamma Log
Gamma-ray logs measure natural radioactivity, and are measured as counts per
second (CPS) (Asquith, 2006). The gamma-ray log is a continuous recording of the
intensity (low to high gamma count measurements) of the natural gamma radiations
emanating from horizons within formations penetrated by a vertical borehole. Common
naturally radioactive elements in rock strata include certain isotopes of potassium,
uranium, and thorium. Radioactive isotopes of these elements tend to be found in higher
concentrations in clay minerals (Bassiouni, 1994). In order to infer potential hydraulic
conductivity of the study strata, gamma rays will be used as proxies for relative ability of
water to move through the strata. High gamma is equivalent to clay-rich muds, and low
gamma is equivalent to sand. Since, the strata consist of unconsolidated sediment,
sandstones shouls have relatively higher conductivity than the clay muds. Hence, this
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tool can assist in discriminating between a confining layer (generally an impermeable
clay-rich layer) and aquifer (generally permeable sands and gravels).

2.1.2 Borehole Resistivity Log
The resistivity log tool induces a low-frequency current into the subsurface and
measures the ability of a substance to impede the flow of an electrical current measured
in ohm-meters (Bassiouni, 1994). Characteristics of rocks such as porosity, fluid
presence and fluid type (i.e. fresh, saline, or brackish water, air, or hydrocarbons)
influence resistivity. Because arock’s matrix or sediment grains are generally nonconductive, the ability of a rock or sediment to transmit a current is primarily a function
of fluid in the pores (Asquith, 2006).

2.2. Surface Electric Resistivity Surveys
A surface electric resistivity survey was conducted to determine if shallow
subsurface hydrostratigraphic units could be delineated geophysically. The Advanced
Geosciences Inc. (AGI) SuperSting R8 IP 84-electrode system was used to evaluate the
electric resistivity method at the Thorpe test site. The SuperSting system is an 8-channel
(R8) time-efficient instrument. For each current injection, the potential between 9
electrodes can be simultaneously measured, thus decreasing the overall acquisition time.
This is much more efficient than a single channel system having one receiver where the
potential for each current injection can only be measured between two electrodes.
Therefore, a single channel instrument uses only four electrodes, two each for current and
potential during each measurement.
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The maximum spacing of the passive electrode cables of the SuperSting system
used in this study is 6.1 m (20 ft.). – determined by the cable length between the
electrodes of the system. This maximum spacing is not a theoretical limit, and the user
can have larger or shorter maximum spacings depending on anticipated applications.
Also note, the maximum electrode spacing available for an individual instrument can be
shortened to a smaller spacing depending on target dimensions and depth.
A simple 4-pin electric resistivity method generally using a Wenner or
Schlumberger arrangement is a minimalist approach used in traditional sounding (1-D) or
profiling (2-D) surveys. The penetration depth of the Wenner and Schlumberger methods
is primarily determined by the distance between the current electrodes; theoretically, the
further the current electrodes are spaced, the deeper the array can profile. The Wenner
array has equal electrode spacing with current electrodes at the ends of the array and the
potential electrodes in the center of the array. The Schlumberger array does not have
equal spacing between the four electrodes, but a small spacing between the potential
electrodes, and a further spacing between the current electrodes on the ends of the array
and the potential electrodes in the middle of the array. The interpretation model consists
of a series of 1-D horizontal layers, and the sounding method is extensively used to
investigate the ground for resource management (Loke, 2013). Curve matching is a
method for quantitative interpretation. During a curve matching, a graph of field reading
is matched against a theoretical graph which has been computed for particular layer
resistivities. If a match can be obtained, then the subsurface structure is assumed to be
identical with the theoretical structure. Difficulties of interpretation by curve matching
include: 1) theoretical curves are computed for over-simplified subsurface structures, and
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2) there are never enough theoretical curves to match all possible subsurface conditions
which can result in high uncertainty in the interpretation (J. Diehl, 2011). According to
Locke (2013) the main weakness of the sounding method is the assumption that there are
no lateral changes in the resistivity. Electric resistivity is useful in geological situations
where lateral changes are insignificant, but gives inaccurate results where there are
significant lateral changes possibly allowing for multiple solutions to the inversion. Nonuniqueness in geo-electrical inversion resulting from inaccurate, insufficient, and
inconsistent data or non-uniqueness in which no unique solution can be obtained, even if
the data are accurate, sufficient, and consistent, is another weakness of geo-electrical
inversion (Yin, 1999). Using a priori information and collecting additional data can
address non-uniqueness by constraining the dataset.
Most surveys are carried out with conventional arrays such as the dipole-dipole,
pole-dipole, Wenner, Wenner –Schlumberger, and multiple gradient arrays (Loke, 2013).
The dipole-dipole, Schlumberger, and Wenner arrays were evaluated for their optimal
effectiveness in imaging the hydrostratigraphy within the Claiborne sediment (Figure 5).
The dipole-dipole array has two pairs of equally spaced electrodes, a current pair and a
potential difference measuring pair (Griffiths and King, 1981). The distance between the
pairs is normally greater than their individual spacing. Various arrangements are possible
depending on the relative orientation of the pairs. The simplest is a collinear system of
the form CCPP (current electrode, current electrode, potential difference electrode,
potential difference electrode) for which the apparent resistivity may be calculated from
Equation 1 :. 𝜌𝒶 is apparent resistivity, n is an integer reflected as part of the geometric
factor, 𝑎 is electrode spacing, V is potential, and I is current.
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𝜌𝒶 = 𝜋𝑛(𝑛 + 1)(𝑛 + 2)𝑎

𝑉
𝐼

Equation 1

(Griffiths and King, 1981). The dipole-dipole survey is a generally effective array for
subsurface areas with lateral changes in situ, and minimal electrical noise (Milsom and
Eriksen, 2011).
The Schlumberger array has two pairs of electrodes in the form of CPPC where
the current electrodes are spaced on both ends of the array with a large space between the
curren electrode and the potential difference electrode. The potential difference electrode
pair are spaced symmetrically between the two current electrodes (Griffiths and King,
1981), more closely together in the center of the array. This array is a good survey
choice for both changes vertically and laterally in situ (Milsom and Erikson, 2011).
Apparent resistivity of the Schlumberger array can be expressed as Equation 2: 𝜌𝑎 is the
apparent resistivity, L is the distance between the current electrodes l is the distance
between the potential electrodes, V is potential, and I is the current.
𝐿2 𝑉
𝜌𝑎 = 𝜋
2𝑙 𝑙

Equation 2

The Wenner array has two pairs of electrodes in the form of CPPC similar to the
Schlumberger array, but the electrodes are evenly spaced. Accroding to Milsom and
Erikson (2011) the Wenner array is a good survey choice for geology with vertical
changes and if the location is susceptible to noise. Equation 3 expresses the resistivity of
the Wenner array. 𝜌𝑎 is the apparent resistivity, a is the between electrodes, V is
potential, and I is current.
𝜌𝑎 = 2𝜋𝑎

𝑉
𝐼

Equation 3

The test site is adjacent to the Thorpe well near Union City Tennessee within the
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Mississippi Embayment (Figure 6). A series of coincident electric resistivity surveys
were conducted approximately 305 m (1,000 ft) south of the borehole using three
different arrays: dipole-dipole, Schlumberger, and Wenner arrays. The number of
electrodes and their spacing remained constant for each array. Testing the different
arrays was necessary to define the most effective electrical configuration for delineating
the hydrostratigraphic layers. The electrodes were deployed at intervals of 6.1 m (20 ft).
As previously mentioned, the 6.1 m spacing is the maximum allowable spacing for the
KGS-owned SuperSting Swift cables. The maximum spacing provides the deepest
current penetration and imaging available for large order mapping with this system.
Subsequent to the system field set up, a contact resistance test was performed for the
array. The contact resistance test is required for automatic multi electrode surveys prior
to data acquisition to ensure all electrodes are properly connected and the contact
resistance sufficiently low and uniform across the various electrode pairs. The test sends
a current to an electrode pair and simultaneously measures potential between the pair;
therefore, a contact resistance between the electrodes and the ground can be evaluated.
An HVOVL error code result typically indicates a loose connection (i.e. electrode and
takeout not securely attached and/or an electrode not making good ground contact). The
controller automated acquisition begins subsequent to the contact resistance test. The
survey was 506 m (1,660 ft) long. Electrode 1 was located at 36.43657° N, -88.96372°
W, electrode 84 was located at 36.43694° N -88.96931° W. Each array was saved as a
.stg file and downloaded into the associated commercial software, EarthImager 2D, for
processing. EarthImager is used to interpret resistivity files (in this case 2D profiles)
created with any electrode array, recorded with electrodes in one plane, i.e. on a line on
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the surface. A terrain file (.trn) was created and loaded into EarthImager. The terrain
points were measured by collecting GPS locations, and then using Google Earth to get
elevation data. A terrain file is used to correct the inverted resistivity data for surface
elevation variation along the survey. The terrain file provides a corrected flow pattern for
the electric currents. The same terrain file was used for each array. EarthImager applied
a smooth model inversion to each dataset because it is described as a stable and robust
algorithm, and recommended by the Americna Geological Institure (AGI) Instruction
Manual (2008). Specifically, the smooth inversion model finds the smoothest possible
model whose response fits the data to an a priori chi-squared statistics. The true model
must be at least as, but never less complex than, the smooth model obtained through
smooth model inversion. It determines the amount of model roughness imposed on the
model during the inversion.
Each resistivity section has a scale from highly resistive (red) to low resistivity
(blue) measured in units of ohm-meters (ohm-m). Each section will provide a Root Mean
Square (RMS) error value as a percent and an L2-norm value. RMS error depends on the
number of bad data points and how bad each bad data point is (Advanced Geosciences,
Inc., 2008). Bad data are defined as a misfit greater than 50%. RMS error is an average
data misfit over all data points, but does not provide a percentage of bad data points.
Reducing the RMS error requires the bad data be removed within the EarthImager 2D©
software. RMS error is often the result of data noise, numerical modeling error, and
inability to model 2-D objects with a 2-D modeling program. L2-norm is another
measure of data misfit defined as the sum of the squared weighted data errors. The L2norm depends on the estimate of data weights (errors). When the L2-norm value reduces
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to 1 or smaller, the inversion is considered converged. Resistivity data inversion is a
nonlinear iterative process. The iterative process uses a quasi-Newtonian method (GaussNewton method), which is a fast inversion technique for the interpretation of data from
resistivity tomography surveys developed for microcomputers (Instruction Manual of
AGI EarthImager 2D, 2008; Loke and Barker, 2006). The technique is based on the
smoothness-constrained least squares method and produces a two-dimensional subsurface
model from the apparent resistivity pseudosection (Loke and Barker, 2006). In the first
iteration, a homogeneous earth model is used as a starting model for which the apparent
resistivity values can be calculated. For subsequent iterations, the quasi-Newton method
is applied, allowing for rapid convergence. The primary objective of inversion is to
reduce data misfit between field measurements and calculated data of a reconstructed
model.
The Dipole-dipole survey had a low signal to noise ratio and was susceptible to
lateral influences (Figure 7). The resistivity section from the dipole-dipole model does
not provide a good correlation with the subsurface geology as constrained by the
borehole information. The anticipated generally flat-layered stratigraphy is not indicated
by the model. After iteration 8, the RMS value is 2.98% and an L2 value of 0.67. The
resistivity section shows a low resistive (green and blue colors) thin layer above a
relatively thickening and thinning highly resistive (orange and red) above a generally low
resistive section that appears to intrude into the highly resistive layer.
The Wenner array similar to the Schlumberger survey had a high signal to noise
ratio which allowed the survey to successfully image the hydrostratigraphy (Figure 7). A
top thin layer of relatively low resistivity overlays a thick high resistive layer which
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overlays a thin low resistive section; however, there are no indications the MCA was
sampled or imaged. The Wenner array had a RMS value of 1.30% and a L2 value of .19
after 3 iterations.
The Schlumberger survey had a high signal-to-noise ratio and provided an image
correlating with the anticipated subsurface geology. A top thin layer of relatively low
resistivity overlays a relatively thick layer of a high resistivity, which lies above a second
relatively low resistive layer. The Schlumberger provided a deeper image than the
Wenner array, but not as deep as the dipole-dipole array. The Schlumberger array has a
RMS value of 2.04% after 3 iterations with a .46 L2 value. Consequently, the
Schlumberger array was chosen as the most suitable array for imaging the
hydrostratigraphy associated with the Thorpe well.

2.3 Seismic Soundings
Seismic soundings were used as part of the walkaway soundings to determine if
shallow subsurface hydrostratigraphic units could be delineated geophysically. A 48channel Geometrics NZXP Strata Visor seismograph was used to record both primarywave (p-wave) and shear-wave (s-wave) walkaway soundings. Each survey was
conducted using an inline array of 48 single-component geophones spaced at a one meter
interval. The survey center was located at N 36°26’12.2”, W 88°57’47.4” along a
southwest-northeast orientation adjacent to Hollie Hutchinson Road (Figures 6 and 8).
Geophone 48 is located on the west side of the survey while geophone 1 is located on the
east side of the survey. The receivers for the P-wave survey were 40-Hz vertical
geophones. The energy source for the P-wave sounding was a 5.4-kg sledgehammer with
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a vertical strike onto a fixed 15 cm X 15 cm steel plate on the ground surface. Field files
for the P-wave soundings were collected with the energy source located at: the center of
the survey (i.e. geophone 24), 1-meter offset from both ends of the receiver array, as well
as 50-meter and 100-meter offset from both ends of the array. The S-wave (i.e. SH
mode) field file panels were collected with the energy source located at: the center of the
survey (i.e. geophone 24), as well as 1-meter and 50-meter offset from each end of the
seismic receiver array. The receivers for the SH-wave survey were 30-hz horizontally
oriented geophones. The energy source for the SH-wave data was a 1.4-kg engineer
hammer and a 12-kg steel I-beam oriented and struck orthogonal to the array alignment.
An equivalent number of hammer strikes were applied on the opposite side of the I-beam
after the seismograph polarity had been shifted 180° so SH-wave signal undergoes
constructive interference and any P-wave contamination experiences destructive
interference. Seismic data were processed using VISTA 7.0 and 13.0, a 2-D interactive
commercial signal processing software.

2.3.1 Seismic Processing for Walkaway Soundings
The field data are originally saved using the seismograph’s internal binary format
with a .dat file extension. The .dat files are converted to the standard seismic format (i.e.
SEG-Y) files for processing. Each field file contains 48 time-history traces, one for each
geophone. The data were collected at a sample rate of 0.25ms in a 1,024 ms length time
window. The individual field files for the forward and reverse energy source
“walkaway” or step out directions are compiled into a single file for each; thus the two
new files appear as a single 144 trace seismogram (i.e. three spliced 48-channel seismic
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panels) displaying all seismic events (i.e., refractions, reflections, direct wave, surface
waves, air wave, etc.). This is called a walkaway sounding, and is analogous to deploying
a 144 geophone array with a single seismic source location 1-meter off each end of the
array.
The spliced panel, or walkaway sounding, data were band pass filtered using a
variety of band pass trials. The 20-30/70-80 Hz band pass was determined optimal. The
numerical parameters specify an Ormsby filter which is applied in the frequency domain
filtered using a fourier transform. The phase of the data is unchanged by the filter, and
the amplitude spectrum is zeroed below the low-truncation frequency (i.e. 20 Hz) and
above the high-cut frequency (80 Hz). All the amplitudes are passed between the low
and high cut frequencies (i.e. 30 and 70 Hz). Between the low-truncation frequency and
low-cut frequency (20-30 Hz) and the high-cut frequency and high-truncation frequency
(70-80 Hz), a linear slope is applied to the amplitude spectrum with a Hanning window
applied to the linear slopes to reduce numerical instability noise.
Automatic Gain Control (AGC) window of 100 ms and no scaling (i.e. 1.0 scale
factor) was applied to the filtered data to improve coherency (i.e. suppress large
amplitude events and enhance smaller amplitude events). Specifically, each sample of
the output is simply the corresponding input sample divided by the average amplitude of
all the samples contained in a window centered on that sample. Scaling does not start
until the first non-zero sample is encountered. At the start and end of the trace, the first
and last half window of data is scaled by the value computed for the first and last
window.
In order to define the seismic velocity model, the energy source and receiver
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geometry was written into the file header using a series of control line windows in the
VISTA Geometry module. The module is designed for high production commonmidpoint seismic profiling surveys; thus a walkaway file has a simple geometry
definition. Only one shot-point location is defined in the Shot Location window, assigned
to station number 101 (or another user defined stationing or coordinate system). The
Surface Geometry window defines the cable configuration relative to the shot location
(i.e. source upline or downline from receiver array). The Supplemental Shot Information
window provides geometry information for static control. The Receiver Definition
window defines stations with active or inactive geophones, as well as geometrical
information for static control and/or offline corrections.
Subsequent to the geometry assignment in the file header, a semblance analysis is
applied to the seismogram allowing interactive velocity picks based on the correlation
coefficients and hyperbolic curve matching across the specified velocity range. A
velocity range between 500 m/s and 2,000 m/s at a 100 m/s increment was used. The
best-fit RMS (or stacking) velocities were interactively picked from the semblance
coefficient tomogram and dynamic hyperbolic curve. This consisted of simultaneously
utilizing the semblance plot and dynamic hyperbolic curve-matching for the uncorrected
traces to identify the velocity and two-way-travel-time model. More specifically, the
dynamic curve-matching in VISTA uses the mouse to adjust the two-way-travel-time
(up-down) and velocity (left-right) to best fit a hyperbola to the recorded reflection events
across the traces and simultaneously compare with the semblance coefficient plot in order
most accurately define the velocities of each reflection event. A generalized step-by-step
procedure of the data processing is shown in Figure 9. Both the P-wave and SH-wave
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were processed following this methodology, however, no useable reflection events were
noted for the SH-wave process due to poor signal to noise ratio for the dataset.
Consequently, the SH-wave data were not used in the hydrostratigraphic characterization.

2.4 Stratigraphic Correlations
Petra 3.8.3 was used to store raster and digital downhole log data, select and code
hydrostratigraphy boundaries on the well logs, create cross sections, isopach maps, and
structure maps for the Claiborne aquifer system. The cross sections were created with a
well-to-well correlation tool allowing subject logs to be selected in the map window and
viewed as a cross section window. In the cross section window, unit tops were
distinguished in the Claiborne aquifer system based on gamma and/or electric log
response, and picked using an interactive mouse-controlled crosshair. The cross section
tools include a slip window, which creates a duplicate image of a log profile which can
be moved next to a neighboring well log for comparison of log profiles to aid in making
more consistent response picks. The resistivity and gamma logs were viewed in
individual tracks with geo-coloring to help visualize the hydrostratigraphy. Petra
provides a suite of interactive software tools (e.g. well-to-well cross section tool, geocoloring, slip window, contours, normalization, etc.) for efficient integration of
geological, geophysical, petrophysical, and reservoir engineering data (PETRA User’s
Manual, 2011). Sixteen cross sections were generated to characterize the
hydrostratigraphic units of the Claiborne aquifer system (Figure 10). Table 2 provides a
list of the wells and their latitude and longitude, as well as the corresponding
hydrostratigraphic tops (UCA, MCCU, and MCA), thickness of the units (UCA and
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MCCU), the minimum and maximum values of the gamma ray for the corresponding log,
and the cross section(s) designation.
Primary cross section orientations are southwest-northeast and west to east. The
west-east cross sections were divided into similar lines of latitude. The southwestnortheast cross sections were made as parallel as possible with a few lines oriented
approximately south-north. The test well (Thorpe) was the best-constrained dataset, with
high signal-to-noise ratio logs, as well as measurements from the complete section of
stratigraphic interest. The responses for the suite of gamma logs were compared to the
Thorpe well. The Thorpe well logs showed distinct breaks or changes in response at the
unit boundaries defining the Claiborne aquifer system. The log signatures of three
hydrostatic unit tops;the upper Claiborne aquifer (UCA), the middle Claiborne confining
unit (MCCU) and the middle Claiborne aquifer (MCA) were used from this well for
interpretation in other wells in the region. Figure 12, the southwest-northeast cross
section 6, is an example cross section showing all three unit tops. It also shows the typical
southwesterly dip and thickening trend into the Mississippi Embayment.

2.4.1 Auger Data
Auger data were collected from 7 geologic quadrangles to define the top of the
Jackson Formation, which is included in the upper part of the UCA. Quadrangles having
useful auger data include: Cayce, Bondourant, Hickman, Oakton, Wolf Island,
Crutchfield, and Clinton. The auger data were originally used to constrain the top of the
Jackson Formation for the U.S. Geological Survey’s 7.5-minute quadrangle mapping
program. The auger data used for defining the top of the UCA were within a mile of the
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subject well locations. A complete list of the auger data incorporated into the cross
sections and derivative maps is given in Table 1.

2.4.2 V-Shale-4 Gamma Log
A V-Shale-4 gamma log is calculated from a Log Equation Transform function.
This function calculates a log curve from one or more logs by specifying a generalized
equation transform. The log equation transform is a normalization function that removes
variation and optimizes clay and sand zones. The equation is given as:
𝑉𝑆𝐻 =

𝐺𝑅 − 𝑆𝐴𝑁𝐷
𝑆𝐻𝐴𝐿𝐸 − 𝑆𝐴𝑁𝐷

Equation 4

where, zones within the well log are assigned to the equation variables. Specifically, GR
is the raw gamma ray count measure, SAND is the minimum gamma ray value, and
SHALE is the maximum gamma ray value. V-Shale-4 is the well log normalized
adjustment used to enhance boundary contrast and coherency along transects for
improved picks of formation tops when the original gamma log and resistivity log were
of difficult to interpret.

2.4.3 Upper Claiborne Aquifer Unit Top
The upper Claiborne aquifer (UCA) unit top (which includes the Jackson
Formation) was picked from auger data provided on the local 7.5-minute geologic
quadrangles. The top of the UCA is generally picked at the base of a low gamma
signature (possibly the base of the gravel or sand alluvium) sharply on top of a higher
gamma signature (clay unit). Borehole gamma logs were primarily used to identify the
UCA; however, the gamma data were supplemented by resistivity logs when available.
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An abrupt increase in gamma was picked for the top of the aquifer, if auger data were not
available. Additional confidence in the gamma pick was provided by resistivity logs
exhibiting a low resistivity signature sharply overlain by a high resistivity signal (a sharp
transition from low resistivity to high resistivity) at the same elevation. For those
resistivity logs that did not show a sharp contrast (i.e., Fl-122, Fl-137, Fl-134) from
which a reliable pick could be made for the top of the upper Claiborne, less distinct
changes in log signatures close to the auger data location, (but still having a change from
low gamma-high resistivity to overlying higher gamma-lower resistivity signatures). The
UCA top was picked at the base of alluvium in the Fl-58 well. Fl-57 only has a
resistivity log. The Hickman-Paul Stevens and HK-76 wells exhibited a deeper (in
elevation) response break than the auger data suggests. Wells FL-116, Fl-140, Fl-142 Fl26 did not exhibit sharp high-amplitude responses indicative of the top of the UCA; but,
closer inspection revealed more subtle signatures, which could indicate the contact
between the UCA and overlying alluvium. The gamma signal picked for the top of the
UCA is often at the base of a small fining-up unit in the overlying alluvium (see cross
section 4, Figure 13). The fining-up unit is indicative of alluvial-fluvial channel deposits.
Generally the UCA contains a lower (deeper) section with low-gamma, generally blocky
signatures indicative of sand units, while the upper section consists of a silts and sandy
clays, which have higher gamma readings. In the UCA a higher gamma clay layer
commonly divides individual sands. The thickest sands generally occur near the bottom
of the UCA, and are more likely the water-bearing zone. Cross section 2 is an example
of the mainsand unit near the base of the UCA (Figure 14).
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2.4.4 Middle Claiborne Confining Unit Top
The middle Claiborne confining unit (MCCU) top was picked using the gamma
logs, as well as available resistivity logs. The MCCU generally has a sharp contact with
the overlying UCA, expressed on gamma logs as a discrete change upwards from high to
low gamma signatures. Some logs were too shallow to have both the top and bottom of
the MCCU (Table 2). The MCCU is generally expressed as a blocky, higher gamma ray
signature interpreted as a clay. In some cases, thin low-gamma alterations interrupt the
higher-gamma interval, suggesting occasional interbedded sands in the clay. The MCCU
is not included in cross section 1 because the MCCU is too deep in this transect (Figure
15). The top of the MCCU in cross sections 2 and 3 was picked by the first major break
from low- to highgamma response (i.e., cross section 3 is a subsection of cross section 2)
(Figure 16).
All of the gamma logs in the cross sections are geo-colored to aid in visualizations
of the correlations. High-gamma readings are green to purple, indicating clay; whereas,
low-gamma readings are yellow to red, indicating sand-dominated sediments. The top of
the MCCU in the sections are generally correlated at the base of a high-gamma (redshaded) sandy unit, which sharply overlies a green-shaded clayey unit. The resistivity
log also exhibits blocky signature of low resistivity overlain by a high resistivity
signature. The low signal-to-noise ratio made picking the MCCU top difficult in well Fl106. For this well, a V-Shale-4 gamma normalization filter was used to increase the range
of log responses, thus providing an interpretable break from sand to clay. Well FL-57
has a blocky, high-resistivity signature underlain sharply by a blocky, low-resistivity
signature. Wells FL-26, FL-145, FL-58, and FL-75 (see Table 2) exhibit the typical
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gamma- and resistivity-log response previously described. The signal-to-noise ratio for
the FL-54 log becomes poor below 60 ft bgs. Close inspection of the V-Shale-4 log,
however, suggests there is a subtle change near 138 ft bgs with a possible coarsening- up
sequence similar to FL-75. Comparing Fl-54 with FL-151 and FL-108, the correlative
signals appear similar. The FL-98 well also exhibits a low signal-to-noise ratio, but in
general appears to show a clay interval beneath a sand. Well FL-102 appears to have an
obvious confining unit pick, however, it the high-gamma interval is stratigraphically high
(shallow) compared to wells FL-104 and FL-98 (Cross sections 2 and 3, Figures 14 and
16). The top of the MCCU in well FL-94 is picked from the gamma log at the top of a
subtle coarsening-up unit beneath a small blocky signature at 200 ft below ground
surface, interpreted to be a sand. The Hickman 1 and Hickman 3 wells have clear gamma
log breaks and signatures characteristics for the MCCU. Wells FL-19 and FL-116 are not
deep enough to pick a top for the MCCU. The MCCU top in wells HK-122, HK-117,
HK-118, HK-138, HK-54, HK-38, HK-80, HK-87 and HK-76 are similar and easily
correlated. Although the HK-76 gamma log signature correlates with surrounding wells,
the resistivity log signature does not. This could be due to water content or chemistry
differences. The FMKYseis and Tarver334 wells have two relatively thick sand bodies at
the top and base of the UCA. The MCCU is picked at the base of the second sand unit.
The Davis155 well appears to have the same units and similar thicknesses as FMKYseis.
The HK-68 well has a sharp contrast from blocky, low-gamma, to blocky, high-gamma
signatures at 192 ft below ground surface. The top of the MCCU in well HK-94 is picked
below the second thin sand body. The high-gamma response in the log indicates sparse
sand for the UCA in HK-94. HK-94 is not similar to the neighboring wells
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(GroganIrrigation, HK-68, HK-91, HK-95, or HK-96), which all have a significant
blocky sand body above the MCCU. Wells HK-35, Davis500, Davis155, Tarver334,
FKMYseis, HK-57, HK-96, and HK-108 exhibit the expected gamma-ray signature
characteristics for the UCA and MCCU. The Hickman-Paul Stevens well also exhibits
the sharp contrast from blocky, low=gamma, to blocky, high-gamma signatures. The
Davis122 log is not deep enough to pick the top of the MCCU. The Hickman-Jack
Roberts well does not have the distinctive gamma-ray at the top of the MCCU as the
other wells, but the top is picked at 290 ft below ground surface. Utilizing V-Shale-4 and
gamma ray, the change downwards from the low-gamma to blocky, high-gamma
signature is enhanced; providing a confident pick for the MCCU top. The
Grogan_Irrigation well has a very thin MCCU, but generally follows the characteristic
gamma-log signature.

2.4.5 Middle Claiborne Aquifer Unit Top
The middle Claiborne aquifer unit top was picked primarily by using gamma logs
and a limited number of available resistivity logs. The top of the MCA is generally
defined by a sharp contact with the base of the MCCU. The MCA tends to be expressed
on gamma-ray logs as a blocky, low-gamma signature, interpreted as a sandstone. The
top of the MCA is not reached in a majority of the available boreholes and associated
logs. The bottom of the MCA is only characterized in the deeper CUSSO log and the
Hickman_Paul_Stevens log. In these wells, the MCA is correlated to the first, thick
blocky, low-gamma ray below the MCCU. The MCA is present in the FL-104, FL-102,
Thorpe, ICRR-1, and possibly FL-94 wells. Based on its gamma-ray log, FL-94 appears
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to have a sandy unit about 275 ft bgs; however, the resistivity does not show a significant
change, as seems typical in the deeper logs. The top of the MCA is picked at the base of
a clay and the top of a sand in well FL 142, as interpreted from both the gamma and
resistivity logs. FL-26 is not deep enough to reach the MCA; however, wells FL-145,
FL-58, Hickman_Paul_Stevens, WingoPWS, Hickamn_Jack_Roberts, HurdwellGrogan,
HK-94, HK-91, HK-96, and Tarver334 have characteristic gamma signatures for the
MCA. FL-58 has a poor signal-to-noise ratio below 220 ft., but a noticeable break in the
resistivity log is interpreted as the top of the MCA. The FL-74 well has a low signal-tonoise ratio in both the gamma and resistivity logs, but utilizing the V-Shale-4 log, there is
a blocky sand that has a smaller gamma reading than the rest of the normalized log,
which was picked as the top of the MCA. The top of the MCA in HK-118 was picked at
the top of a 6 m (20 ft) thick, blocky gamma ray-sand unit that above a blocky clay unit
of a minimum of 9 m (30 ft) at the base of the log. This is unusual, because the MCA is
generally characterized by a thick, blocky gamma signature-sand unit. The HK-138 well
has a change in gamma ray at approximately 76 m (250 ft) bgs, which is likely the top of
the MCA, however, the resistivity log doesn’t show a change which could be interpreted
as clay to sandstone, typical of the MCA. The picked boundary at 76 m bgs is based on a
gradational signature with lower gamma counts to 88 m (290 ft) bgs (i.e., the base of the
log). The FMKYseis well appears similar to HK-138, and the MCA is picked at the top of
a similar gradational signature near 79 m (260 ft) bgs. Well HK-100 appears similar to
HK-138, but has an approximately 30 m (100 ft)-thick, gradational (high to low gamma)
signature above the top of the MCA, which is picked within the gradational unit about 76
m (250 ft) below ground surface. The resistivity log has a corresponding resistivity
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signature that has a high resistivity signature overlain by a low resistivity signature.
Well HK-87 possibly contains the MCA near the base of the log, based on its gamma and
resistivity signal responses. Wells HK-95, Grogan Irrigation and HK-57 are not deep
enough to pick the MCA top.

2.5 Petra Surface and Isopach Maps
Surface (structure) and isopach maps were made using Petra 3.8.3. The
“Minimum Curvature (no faults)” gridding algorithm was used to make both map types.
Contour lines with this method are smoothed and evenly spaced without eliminating the
primary surface image, making it a good choice for gently changing petrophysical
properties and simple structural settings, like the Jackson Purchase. The “Adjusting Zero
Contour for Isopach Surface” assigned a contour line midway between a zero value and
the adjacent contour lines. “Smooth Contours Using Grid Flexing” was used as a
smoothing function for stable interpolation between data points. The relative strength of
the grid flexing option is set by the “Flex Grid Factor”. This option can be set between 0
and 12. Setting a low grid factor provides a relatively strong primary surface style with
minimal weighting for neighboring points, while a high grid factor enhances smoothing
over the primary surface style. A moderate factor of 5 was assigned to these data. Grid
flexing is influenced by the “Min Curvature Tension” option. High tension grids, above
5 on a scale of 1 to 9, have smoother and more even contours, but can over-smooth the
data, eliminating subtle primary surface features. The tension factor of 3 was assigned to
these data to minimize the likelihood of over-smoothing. These factors were considered
optimal in trial surface and isopach maps generation.
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Figure 4: Cartoon schematic of set up of gamma logging equipment. Figure modified from Conger, 1995; Keys
and MacCary, 1971.
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Figure 5: The Fundamental four-electrode configuration and geometric factors (used to calculate apparent resistivity) are
shown for the Wenner array (A), the Schlumberger Array (B), and the dipole-dipole array (C). The contours show the relative
contributions to the signal from unit volumes of homogeneous ground. The dashed lines indicate negative values. Apparent
resistivity is measured via the current flow patterns which are graphically illustrated by contours of signal contributions made
by each unit volume of ground to the measured voltage (Milsom and Eriksen, 2011). The C in the electrode configuration
represents the current electrodes while the P represents the potential electrodes. The Figure is modified from Milsom and
Eriksen, 2011.
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Figure 6: The Thorpe well is located approximately 1,000 feet north of the electric resistivity survey. The inset of the Study Area
Outline shows where the Thorpe Site is located relative to the Study Area Outline (Figure 2). In the Thorpe site, The Electric
resistivity survey is mapped by the blue line with yellow pushpins marking electrode numbers oriented in an east – west
direction. Electrode 1 is to the east while electrode 84 is to the west. The seismic survey, outlined in red, is east of the electric
resistivity survey oriented in a southwest-northeast direction (Figure 8). Geophone 1 of the seismic sounding is located to the
southwest while geophone 48 is on the northeastern side of the survey. The forward direction of the seismic sounding is on the
geophone 1 side while the reverse direction is from geophone 48 direction.
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Figure 7: Study Area is located in Fulton and Hickman Counties of the Jackson Purchase of the northern
Mississippi embayment. The red line outlines the two counties of interest. The Yellow tear drop is the
CUSSO seismic location and gamma log location from Woolery and Almayahi (2014). The yellow pushpin
located in Tennessee is the location of the geophysics test site at the well constrained Thorpe study area.
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Figure 8: Thorpe seismic sounding image is located in the southeast corner of the Thorpe Site as shown in the inset (Figure 6).
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Figure 9: Basic seismic processing steps.
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Figure 10: This is a Petra generated map of the study area with the wells labeled and cross sections labeled. The cross sections are the same color as their number at
each end of the cross section. There are 16 cross sections that have been generated. Correlating 16 cross sections is necessary to triangulate the data and insure that
from multiple directions, the data makes sense.
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Figure 11: The Thorpe log is located at a well
constrained site (for location see figures 1 and 6) where
surface geophysics were conducted.
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Figure 12: Cross section 6 is a good example of the overall characteristic of the Claiborne aquifer system.
This is a southwest-northeast oriented cross section. It shows all the units dipping and thickening towards
the southwest. The dark blue line is the UCA, the brown line is the MCCU and the light blue line is the
MCA. The Hickman_Paul_Stevens well shows the bottom of the MCA or top of the lower Claiborne aquifer.
The Hickman_Paul_Stevens well and CUSSO wells are the only wells in the study area that have gamma
logs deep enough to image the bottom of the MCA.
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Figure 13: Cross section 4
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Figure 14: Cross section 2
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Figure 15: Cross section 1 is an example where the only unit top displayed is the upper Claiborne aquifer. The wells are not deep enough to image
the MCCU and MCA.
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Figure 16: Cross section 3 is part of cross section 2. Cross section 3 shows that hydrostratigraphy is crossing lithostratigraphy possibly due
to a local sand body.
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Auger
Tj 362
Tj 342
Tj 344
Tj 346
Tj 320
Tj 328
Tj 325
Tj 307
Tj 264
Tj 265
Tj 263
C9
C10
C11
C12
C13
D14
H43
H44
H45
H46
H47
H48
H49
cl-396 44-57
cl-265 57-70
cl-269 95-97
cl-361 75-77
cl-297 70-85
cl-368 36-37
cl-329 139-215
cl-393 11-24
cl-360 20-37
cl-335 39-52
cl-328 63-67
Fulton CO
Hickman CO

Latitude
36.50747
36.54906
36.54879
36.5271
36.52344
36.53034
36.52368
36.56721
36.57127
36.57779
36.57806
36.59093
36.58997
36.58942
36.59197
36.592
36.57722
36.51875
36.51954
36.51819
36.51799
36.51806
36.51819
36.51785
36.74534
36.73157
36.70809
36.7009
36.68583
36.67891
36.67495
36.69439
36.69922
36.73311
36.73975

Longitude
-889.2358
-89.18325
-89.18406
-89.17651
-89.13746
-89.12995
-89.12703
-89.15739
-89.16365
-89.14507
-89.16318
-89.10183
-89.08441
-89.05733
-89.03776
-89.00827
-89.11968
-89.11998
-89.10209
-89.08887
-89.05012
-89.03771
-89.02458
-89.00849
-89.07344
-89.04838
-89.08591
-89.11818
-89.06096
-89.0162
-89.99447
-88.96315
-88.89966
-89.07244
-89.11313

Table 1: Locations of auger data for Fulton and
Hickman counties.
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Well
CUSSO
Davis122
Davis155
Davis187
Davis189
Davis191
Davis208
Davis265
Davis500
FL-3
FL-4
FL-5
FL-7
FL-9
FL-10
FL-19
FL-26
FL-44
FL-45
FL-46
FL-57
FL-58
FL-74
FL-75
FL-94
FL-96
FL-98
FL-102
FL-104
FL-106
FL-108
FL-116
FL-118
FL-120
FL-122
FL-134
FL-137
FL-140
FL-142
FL-145

UCA
MCCU
UCA
MCCU
MCA
COUNTY
Thickness
Thickness
(ft bgs)
(ft bgs)
(ft bgs)
(ft)
(ft)
Fulton
171.25
256.17 427.42
222.44 649.86
Hickman
17.61
Hickman
25.62
61.6 87.22
46.54 133.76
Hickman
32.15
Hickman
15.71
Hickman
30.92
Hickman
29.76
Hickman
30.92
172.45 203.37
Hickman
29.69
258.31
288
39.6 327.6
Fulton
39.78
Fulton
97.73
Fulton
190.68
Fulton
240.48
Fulton
122
Fulton
186.95
Fulton
73.67
Fulton
39.83
97.83 137.65
Fulton
51.93
204.38 256.31
Fulton
54.28
Fulton
104.28
Fulton
49.34
134.76 184.09
146.09 330.18
Fulton
30.97
77.26 108.24
114.25 222.49
Fulton
40.19
97.86 138.06
105.38 243.44
Fulton
60.22
115.53 175.75
87.13 262.88
Fulton
22.06
176.46 198.52
Fulton
13.84
195.72 209.55
Fulton
22.5
195.87 218.36
Fulton
39.21
58.11 97.32
74.05 171.37
Fulton
30.78
113.08 143.86
129.78 273.64
Fulton
26.83
133.17
160
Fulton
20.11
160.15 180.26
Fulton
29.4
Fulton
142.62
Fulton
119.45
Fulton
116.75
Fulton
113.61
Fulton
127.95
Fulton
54.4
198.54 252.93
97.14 350.08
Fulton
39.66
120.15 159.8
77.48 237.29
Fulton
34.63
102.68 137.31
113.65 250.96
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MIN
GR
(CPS)
0
4.75
5.22
4.1
3.5
1.75
4.72
-0.02
8.72
6.37
15.21
-36.09
-24.96
0.62
-0.07
6.78
5.99
-9.32
22.82
25.43
-17.5
-26.76
4.65
9.75
0.77
-10.59
-2
8.2
16.51
9.6
-3.62
-4.93
-21.2
2.03
3.54
21.05
4.17
22.56
4.67

MAX
Cross
GR
Section
(CPS) Affiliation
82.12
5
103.8 12, 15
108.2
12
89.65
14
111.8
16
98.6
12
99.57
14
68.68
----127.2 14, 16
79.5
10
53.11
----219.4
1, 5
84.17
1, 5
73.27
1, 5
68.92
1
72.6
10
51.22
4
181.1
2
72.69
2
66.68
2
4
71.83
4
184.3
4
42.31
4, 9
42.02
2, 15
39.73 2, 3, 9
101
2, 3
45.26
2, 3
44.84 2, 3, 7
53.2
2
41.53
2, 3
43.42
4, 10
58.04
1
131.7
1
39.24
1
37.74
1
50.64
1
43.47
4
56.35
4
37.06
4, 7

FL-151
Fulton
47.28
181.7 228.98
9.17 43.48
2
FL-175
Fulton
79.27
141.22 220.49
7.59 57.12
2
FL-186
Fulton
110.5
3.81 43.95
1
FMKYseis Hickman
30.72
184.78 215.51
44 259.5 -1.01 145.4
8, 15
GroganIrri
11
gation
Hickman
31.28
82.08 113.36
-0.63 71.41
Hickman_
5, 11, 12,
Jack_Rob Hickman 108.38
180.89 289.27
104.91 394.18 -20.03 184
13
Hickman_
Paul_Stev
6
ens
Hickman
10.45
181.46 191.91
68.82 260.73 -31.03 277.5
Hickman1 Fulton
32.53
304.3 336.82
0.01 72.5
10
Hickman3 Fulton
31.27
332.61 363.88
-1.44 66.38
10
HK-38
Hickman
32.68
66.93 99.61
122.31 221.92
5.52 43.82
8, 14
HK-54
Hickman
14.19
96.19 110.38
5.55 41.61
8
HK-57
Hickman
22.98
86.8 109.79
4.64 67.8
11
HK-68
Hickman
16.38
110.89 127.27
65.02 192.29
3.71 43.73
13
HK-76
Hickman
59.74
67.22 126.96
4.96 39.95
8, 9
HK-80
Hickman
21.82
149.44 171.26
5.01 44.67
14
HK-87
Hickman
13.35
222.67 236.02
42.45 278.47
4.18 49.32
8
HK-91
Hickman
6.58
91.08 97.67
115.56 213.22
6.13 52.51
7, 11
HK-94
Hickman
24.18
72.94 97.12
106.23 203.35
4.25 53.49
12
HK-95
Hickman
24.18
5.74 46.19 7, 13, 16
HK-96
Hickman
28.18
149.43 177.61
93.22 270.83
2.61 36.63
11
HK-100
Hickman
26.38
47.61 73.99
174.42 248.41
5.21 48.56
9, 11
HK-117
Hickman
29.76
99.49 129.25
5.74 55.75
8
HK-118
Hickman
28.56
80.14 108.7
135.52 244.22
4.41 37.66
8
HK-122
Hickman 102.94
140.77 243.71
8.74 67.54
5, 8
7, 8
HK-138
Hickman
22.83
114.8 137.63
114.37 252.01
8.19 42.87
Hurdwell_
13
Grogan
Hickman
26.38
53.56 79.94
44.74 124.68 -0.76 79.35
ICRR_1
Fulton
48.67
78.88 127.55
171.44 298.98 17.11 102.1
2, 6
Tarver334 Hickman
16.94
153.9 170.84
60.78 231.61
2.73 122.4 15, 16
Thorpe
Obion
26.85
203.18 230.03
118.37 348.4
0.02 103
6, 15
WingoPWS Graves
12.56
100.84 113.39
45.44 158.83
0.04 48.97
6
Negative Gamma Ray Value
Gamma Ray Value Greater than 100 CPS
19 Kentucky Geological Survey donated logs
50 Phillips Coal Company donated logs
CUSSO Central United States Seismic Observatory (Woolery and Almayahi,
Table 2: Well data with affiliated county, unit tops, unit thicknesses (UCA and MCCU only), minimum and maximum gamma ray
reading, and the affiliated cross section(s).
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Chapter 3 Results
3.1 Electric Resistivity Results
The Thorpe well site was selected for the electric resistivity tests because it
penetrated the tops of all primary hydrostratigraphy boundaries of interest (i.e. UCA,
MCCU, and MCA). In addition, the borehole description provided well-constrained
boundary elevations and suggested the MCCU was sufficiently thick to be resolvable by
both the electrical resistivity and seismic surveys. Figure 6 shows the Thorpe well
location 305 m (1,000 ft) north in relation to the electric resistivity and seismic profiles.
Figure 7 shows the three array survey profiles. The Dipole-dipole array was not a
successful survey because it had the most error and did not appear to follow the large
scale hydrogeology. The dipole-dipole array provided the deepest imaging of the three
surveys. The array however, appears to have some artifacts in the inverted resistivity
image. The Dipole-dipole array shows highly resistive (red) horizontal feature and a
moderate (green) resistive feature appears to bulge into the resistive layer suggesting
unusual stratigraphy. There is also a low resistive (blue) zone located at about 195-292 m
(on the surface axis) about 338 ft (103 m) bgs reading about 12-24 ohm-m. This is
interpreted as the influence of low saturated zone on the surface at these electrodes and
possibly of the pond 213 m (700 ft) north of the survey. There are two highly resistive
anomalies located at 49 m (on the surface axis) and at about 388 m (on the surface axis)
with a resistivity of 1,680 ohm-m. This is due to a low signal to noise ratio of the survey.
The geology of the area is interpreted to have horizontal layered stratigraphy. The
survey, taking approximately one hour to acquire, is more time efficient than data
acquisition from the Schlumberger and Wenner arrays. The root mean square (RMS) is
2.98 percent and the L2 value is 0.67 after 8 iterations. The dipole-dipole survey
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successfully sampled to a total depth of 119 m (391 ft). Overall, the dipole-dipole survey
does not correlate well with the Thorpe log. The UCA does not appear to be thick
enough or consistent enough (due to lower resistivity intrusions) in the dipole-dipole
survey to be analogous to the Thorpe log’s blocky gamma-ray signature.
The Wenner array was a successful survey with minimal error and moderate
depth. The survey took approximately three hours to conduct which is 2 hours longer
than the dipole-dipole and 30 minutes less than the Schlumberger. The Wenner array
sampled to a depth of 93 m (305 ft). 93m (305ft). Due to lack of resolution at depth, the
Wenner array was not optimally imaging both the UCA and MCCU. The Wenner array,
however, did produce a similar error as the Schlumberger array. The anomaly appears
less obstructive and appears as a break in the highly resistive layer, and is interpreted to
result from elevated moisture content previously described in the Schlumberger array.
The Schlumberger array was the most successful array albeit with some error.
Taking approximately three and a half hours to conduct, this survey is the least time
efficient of the three survey trials. The RMS is 2.04 with an L2 value of 0.46 after 3
iterations. The Schlumberger survey successfully sampled to a depth of 103 m (337 ft).
The Schlumberger array reached moderate (deeper than the Wenner but shallower than
the dipole-dipole) depth with some (more than the Wenner but less than the dipoledipole) error. The Schlumberger array exhibits a low-resistivity 60 ohm-m anomaly
between electrodes 65 and 68, approximately 33.5 m (110 ft) bgs. This anomaly is likely
the result of elevated water content, because it is located below a topographic low with
standing water. This array correlated well with the Thorpe log.
The Schlumberger resistivity section is compared to the Thorpe log in Figure 17.
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The purple dashed lines represent the unit tops picked from the gamma log and the black
lines are the unit tops interpreted from the electric resistivity profile. The Thorpe well
places the UCA at approximately 8 m (27 ft) bgs, and the MCCU at 70 m (230 ft) bgs.
The Schlumberger profile places the UCA at 14 m (45 ft) bgs and the MCCU at 73 m
(240 ft) bgs. The interpretation of the Thorpe gamma log and Schlumberger resistivity
profile correlation is reasonable for first-order mapping due to the high signal to noise
ratio and generally horizontal hydrostratigraphy of the test site. The smoothing effects of
the resistivity inversion decrease the resolution, impeding more exact picks. The
anomalous low resistivity zone, enclosed by the ellipse near 388 m (along the surface
axis), is likely the result of a more conductive, higher water content zone beneath the
topographic depression.

3.2 Seismic
A seismic walkaway sounding was collected in the forward and reverse directions
at 25 m (82 ft), 50 m (164 ft) and 100 m (328 ft) source-to-receiver spacings. The
seismograms were spliced together at the 25 m (82 ft) at traces 48-49 and 50 m (164 ft) at
traces 96-97 walkaway locations. The presence of the thick clay of the MCCU and the
thick sand of the MCA of the Claiborne aquifer system provides a sufficient elastic
impedance contrast for differentiation with a walkaway seismic-reflection sounding.
This method has been widely used by researchers in the Mississippi Embayment and
other regions for defining site velocity, depth, and stratigraphic correlation models (Van
Arsdale et al., 2013; Harris et al., 1994; Street et al., 1995, 1997, 2005; Williams et. al.,
1999, 2003, 2007; Woolery et al., 2009, 2012).The sounding is correlated with the
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Thorpe log in Figure 18. The MCCU and MCA are interpreted in blue and green,
respectively. The seismograms also exhibit two deeper, uninterpreted reflection events
below the borehole-constrained signals (i.e. MCCU and MCA). Velocity and two-waytravel-time picks from the walkaway sounding provided a calculated depth estimate for
the top of the MCCU of 67 meters (220 ft). The top of the MCA is calculated at a depth
of 117 meters (384 ft). The bottom unknown reflector is estimated to be at a depth of 276
meters (905.5 ft). The UCA top was not imaged due to both the direct wave’s
interference and the masking effect of the Rayleigh waves in the near surface.
A seismic-reflection walkaway sounding and common-midpoint profile acquired
by Woolery and Alamyahi (2014) at the CUSSO were reinterpreted to identify the
hydrostratigraphy units making up the Mississippi embayment aquifer system (Figure
19). The data were collected along an east-west transect approximately 100 m (328 ft)
south of the well constrained CUSSO borehole. The data were acquired using a 4 kg
hammer source, 40 hz vertical geophones, and a shot/group spacing of 2 m (6.6ft). Data
were processed in a typical manner for common-midpoint seismic surveys (see Woolery
and Almayahi, 2014). Reinterpretation of the hydrostratigraphic units fall within the onequarter vertical resolution limits of the data (Sheriff and Geldart, 1995). The seismic data
are compared to the CUSSO gamma log. The top of the UCA is estimated to be at about
50 m (164 ft) bgs. The MCCU is estimated to be about 128 m (420 ft) bgs, and the MCA
is estimated to be about 204 m (669 ft) bgs. The Thorpe well places the UCA at 8.2 m
(27 ft) bgs, the MCCU at 70 m (230 ft) bgs, and the MCA at 106 m (347 ft) bgs.

3.3 Stratigraphic Correlations
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Cross section 1 is located in southwestern Fulton County (Figures 10 and 15).
Cross section 1 shows only the unit tops for the UCA. The UCA is generally picked at
the bottom of a blocky, low-gamma signal, indicative of either a sand or gravel body, and
at the top of a high-gamma signal, indicative of a clay. The high-gamma signal will
occasionally consist of interbedded clays and sands of various thickness.
Cross section 2 is located in southeastern Fulton County. Cross section 2 shows
unit tops for the UCA, MCCU, and MCA. Wells FL-104 and FL-102 are deep enough to
include the top of the MCA. The cross section shows that the MCCU surface is
deepening to the west. Cross section 2 shares wells with cross section 3 (FL -108, FL104, FL-102, FL-98, and FL-96), 6 (ICRR_1), 7 (FL-104), 9 (FL-96), 10 (FL-46), and 15
(FL-94). Well FL-102 is within an anomalous, closed contour in the surface maps
because of a hydrostratigraphically shallow sand unit. The anomalous sand body can be
seen in cross section 3 (Figure 16). This high sand body labeled as MCA imposes a
relatively thin MCCU, 21m (70ft), compared with FL-104’s MCCU thickness of 39 m
(130 ft) and FL-96’s minimum thickness of 27m (90ft). The MCA top in well FL-102 is
picked at 51 m (170 ft) bgs, but the only other well showing the MCA in cross section 3
is FL-104, and in that well, the MCA top is at 82 m (270 ft) bgs. This relatively high
blocky MCA could be due to hydrostratigraphy crossing lithostratigraphy.
Hydrostratigraphy crosses over lithostratigraphy when the hydrogeologic flow path
differs from lithostratigraphic facies transition. In this case, the lithostratigraphy could be
pinching out towards the east, while a localized sand body has been deposited changing
the sediments of the lithostratigraphy allowing the hydyrogeologic flow path to flow
through the local sand. The MCA in well FL-102 could have been picked at a lower
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depth below the ground surface than 170 ft bgs, but I picked the upper sand because the
slope between the contact with well FL-104 comes closer to the upper position than the
lower position. I can’t be sure that this is correct because the wells are too shallow to
correlate deeper units and see if underlying strata have a similar change.
Well FL-102 has an anomalous sand body, which may be a hydrostratigraphic
unit. The MCCU is relatively thin in this location at about 21 m (70 ft), compared to the
top of the MCCU 48 m (130 ft) in well FL 104. The MCCU appears to follow
lithostratigraphic units in most of the wells in the section, but in well FL-102 the
anomalous sand makes it different.
Cross section 4 (figure 13), is an east-west section in northern Fulton County.
Cross section 4 shares wells with cross section 7 (FL-145), 9 (FL-75) and 10 (FL-116).
Unit tops for the UCA, MCCU, and MCA are shown. The UCA appears in all the wells.
The MCCU is not present in FL-116. Wells FL-116, FL-57, and FL-26 are not deep
enough to pick the top of the MCA. All three units deepen and dip from east to west.
FL-57 has only an associated resistivity log. As mentioned previously, the FL-74 log was
interpreted using the resistivity log and V-Shale-4 log. The MCCU clay unit was picked
using the resistivity log at 138 ft bgs. The V-Shale-4 log was used to pick the MCA
below the MCCU at 243 ft bgs.
Cross section 5 (Figure 20) is a southwest-northeast oriented cross section on the
west side of Hickman and Fulton Counties. Similar to the previous section, units dip
towards the southwest. This section connects cross section 1 (FL-7 and FL-5), 8 (HK122), and 11-13 (Hickman_Jack_Roberts). The CUSSO log is from Woolery and
Almayahi (2014), but reinterpreted herein for the hydrostratigraphy units of the Claiborne
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aquifer system. A partial CUSSO log is shown in Cross section 5. Some of the
lithostratigraphy below the MCA is labeled according to Woolery and Almayahi (2014).
Cross section 6 is a southwest-northeast cross section on the east side of Hickman
and Fulton Counties (Figures 10 and 12). Cross section 6 connects cross sections 2
(ICRR_1) and 15 (Thorpe). Similar to the other sections, cross section 6 shows general
thickening and dip towards the southwest.
Cross section 7 (Fig. 21) is a north-south-oriented transect, which joins several of
the east-west-oriented cross sections [1 and 3 (FL-104), cross section 4 (FL-145), 8 (HK138), cross sections 13 and 16 (HK-95), and cross section 11 (HK-91)]. Tops for all units
are shown in the wells except for HK-95 because the well is too shallow. MCCU and
MCA are interpolated (shown as dashed line) between HK-91 and HK-138. There is
minor thickening and thinning in cross section 7 for the UCA and MCCU. The UCA in
cross section 7 has 9 m (30 ft) variance in thickness. The MCCU has 6 m (20 ft) variance
in thickness. These thickness changes are likely caused by scouring and local
unconformities within the UCA. The logs are not deep enough to evaluate thickness
changes for the MCA. The UCA varies 9 m (30 ft) and the MCCU varies 6 m (20 ft).
Cross section 8 is an east-west section in central Hickman County, and includes
the southern-most well logs in the study (Figure 22). Cross section 8 shares wells with
cross sections 5 (HK-122), 7 (HK-138), 14 (HK-38), and 15 (FMKYseis). The UCA is
thick on the east side of this cross section [54 m (180 ft) for well FMKYseis and 67 m
(220 ft) for well HK-87] compared to the other wells on the west side of the section
(Figure 22). The other wells in the cross section vary in thickness between 21 m (70 ft)
to 39 m (130 ft). The MCCU is very thin, 12 m (40 ft) in the FMKYseis and HK-87
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wells. The other wells have a thicker MCCU, which appears to gradually thicken
towards the west from 12 m (40 ft) to 48 m (160 ft). Some of the wells are not deep
enough to include the top of the MCA, hence, there are some thicknesses of the MCCU
that could be thicker than 48 m (160 ft).
Cross section 9 is a north-south oriented section which shares wells with cross
sections 2 and 3 (FL-96), 4 (FL-75), 8 (HK-76), and 11(HK-100) (Figures 10 and 23).
The UCA and MCCU are present in all the wells. The UCA thickens to the south while
the MCCU dips to the south. The MCA is present in in FL-75 and HK-100, but the logs
are not deep enough to characterize the unit.
Cross section 10 is a northeast-southwest-oriented profile that connects cross
sections 2 (FL-46) and 4 (FL-116) in Fulton County (Figures 10 and 24). The UCA is
present in all wells, but the MCCU is only present in Hickman 3 and 1. The other logs
are not deep enough to include the top of the MCCU. Based on log profiles, the UCA
consists of interbedded sand and clay above a sand with a blocky gamma signature,.
Cross section 11 is an east-west-oriented section consisting of Hickman County’s
northern-most wells (Figure 25). Cross section 11 shares wells with cross sections 5
(Hickman Jack Roberts), 7 (HK-91), 9 (HK-100), 12 (Hickman Jack Roberts), and 13
(Hickman Jack Roberts) (Figures 10 and 25). All of the wells include the unit tops for
the UCA and MCCU. HK-57 and GroganIrrigation do not have tops displayed for MCA
because they are too shallow. The UCA is relatively thicker in the
Hickman_Jack_Roberts, 48 m (180 ft), and HK-96, 45 m (150 ft), wells than the other
wells of cross section 11,which are 12 m (40 ft) to 27 m (90 ft) thick. The MCA is
interpreted through HK-96, HK-91, and Hickman_Jack_Roberts (dashed line in Figure
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25).
Cross section 12 is an approximately east-west-oriented section, which connects
the northern Hickman County wells to the northeastern Hickman County wells (Figure
26). Cross section 12 shares wells with cross sections 13, 11, and 5
(Hickman_Jack_Roberts) and cross section 15 (Davis 122) (Figures 10 and 26). The
UCA is present in all wells and appears to follow topography. The MCCU and MCA are
not corelated in the Davis 191 and Davis 122 wells because they are too shallow. The
MCA and MCCU appear to deepen towards the west. In addition, the UCA and MCCU
appear to thicken towards the west.
Cross section 13 is approximately west-east oriented, and shares wells with cross
sections 12, 11, and 5(Hickman_Jack_Roberts), as well as cross section 7 and 16(HK-95)
(Figures 10 and 27).
Cross section 14 is a southwest-northeast oriented cross section correlating the
southwestern and northeastern Hickman County well hydrostratigraphy. Cross section 14
shares wells with cross sections 8(HK-38), and 16(Davis 500) (Figures 10 and 28). This
cross section generates deeper closed contour anomalies in the MCCU isopach map
around the Davis Wells (Figure 35). The UCA follows the general westward deepening
trend. The MCCU and MCA are interpreted via a dashed line from Davis500, HK-80
and HK-38 respectively.
Cross section 15 is approximately south-north oriented incorporating wells from
intersecting cross sections 2(Fl-94), 6(Thorpe), 8(FMKYseis), 16(Tarver334), and
12(Davis 122) (Figures 10 and 29). The UCA is picked across the entire cross section.
The MCCU is not picked in Davis122 because the well is too shallow. The MCA is not
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picked in FL-94 and Davis 122 because the wells are too shallow. Cross section 15
indicates a deepening of all of the units from north to south. The thickness of the MCCU
thins between Thorpe and Tarver334 wells.
Cross section 16 is a west-east oriented transect correlating the northern Hickman
County well hydrostratigraphy. Cross section 16 incorporates wells from intersecting
cross sections 7 and 13(HK-95), 14(Davis500) and 15(Tarver334) (Figures 10 and 30).
The UCA is correlated across all wells. The MCA and MCCU are not picked in HK-95
or Davis189.

3.4 Surface and Isopach Maps
The upper Claiborne aquifer surface map shows a general southwesterly
deepening trend (Figure 31). The UCA surface elevation map with a contour interval of
15m (50ft) exhibits shallow depths as red deeper elevations in blue. The closed contours
on the map are interpreted as numerical artifacts generated by vertical and/or horizontal
data deficiency. A bearing connecting wells FL-18, FL 186, FL-4, and FL-46, indicates a
rapid westerly deepening of the UCA surface. This is potentially structure related,
because the Kentucky geologic map in the Hickman Quadrangle indicates hypothetical
faults in the area based on indirect evidence within the quadrangle (Finch, 1971). There
are 2 southwest-northeast oriented faults in Fulton County. The eastern fault crosses
cross sections 2 and 4. The western fault does not cross any of the cross sections. It lies
between wells FL-186 and FL-4. Structural control for the rapid surface deepening
requires additional study.
The middle Claiborne confining unit surface map shows a general trend of
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deepening towards the southwest (Figures 32). The MCCU surface map has three closed
contours interpreted to result from data deficiencies in the vicinity of existing well
locations, including the Hurdwell_Grogan, FL-58, and FL-102 wells.
The MCA surface map, using a 15 m (50 ft.) contour interval, shows the general
trend of deepening towards the southwest (Figure 33). There are two anomalies or closed
contours centered on the Tarver334 and FL-102 wells. FL-102 is interpreted to have the
anomaly due to the localized sand body. The closed contour centered on Tarver334 is
due to limited wells and data in the area and the elevation of the MCA at of 58m (190ft).
The UCA isopach map shows many changes of thinning and thickening with an
overall trend of thickening towards the southwest in a 15m (50ft) thickness contour
interval (Figure 34). There is a thick bubble around the Davis wells that extends to the
south east towards FMKYseis and the Hickman_Paul_Stevens well. There is a thin lobe
separating the Davis bubble from the thick section west of wells of FL-142 and FL-151.
The thin lobe extends from the northern Hickman wells (HK-91) to several wells on cross
section 8 (i.e., HK-118, HK-54, HK-76, and HK-38), and terminates on cross section 4
wells FL-58 and FL-74. There is a closed contour not located centered on a well. This
anomaly is caused by the minimum curvature gridding algorithm. There are closed
contours around FL-102, Thorpe, and ICRR_1. Cross section 8, 12, 13, 14, 15, and 16
can be used to view the thick bubble around the Davis wells that extends to the
Hickman_Paul_Stevens. Thinning and thickening may be due to an erosional surface in
contact with the UCA top.
The MCCU isopach map, using a contour interval of 15 m (50 ft.), shows an
overall trend of thickening towards the west (Figure 35). There is a shallow bubble
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incorporating the Davis wells and FMKYseis well, closed contours around, HK-57, and
HK-100 due to insufficient well depth unable to characterize the MCCU. The lack of
data near ICRR_1 also creates a closed contour, because the MCCU is thicker in this
well.
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UCA

MCCU

Figure 17: The Schlumberger electric resistivity profile is compared to the Thorpe well. The purple dashed line is the unit tops correlation of the Thorpe gamma log and the black
lines are the unit tops of the electric resistivity profile. The Thorpe well places the UCA at approximately 8m (27ft) bgs, and the MCCU at 70m (230ft) bgs. The Schlumberger
profile places the UCA at 14m (45ft) bgs, and the MCCU at 73m ( 240 ft) bgs. The gamma log and ER correlation is reasonable for first order mapping. The smoothing effects of
the resistivity inversion curtail the resolution of more exact picks. The anomalous low resistivity zone (ellipse) near 388 m (along the surface axis) is due to highly conductive or
water saturated low zone in the topography profile.
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Figure 18: The walkaway sounding was collected in the forward and reverse directions from 25m (82ft), 50m (164ft), and 100m
(328ft). The soundings were spliced together to make one continuous seismograph. The MCCU and MCA are interpreted in
blue and green respectively. There are some uninterpreted reflectors below the the MCCU and MCA. The UCA is not
interpreted because the shallow depth resolution is overcome by Rayleigh waves.
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Figure 19: Seismic collected from Woolery and Almayahi (2014) were reinterpreted to identify the hydrostratigraphic units
making up the Mississippi embayment aquifer system. The data were collected along an east-west transect approximately
100m (328ft) south of the well constrained CUSSO borehole. That data were acquired using a 4kg hammer source, 40 hz
vertical geophones, and a shot/group spacing of 2m (6.6ft). The seismic data are compared to the CUSSO gamma log on-site.
The top of the UCA is estimated to be at about 50m (164ft) bgs. The MCCU is estimated to be about 128m (420ft) bgs, and the
MCA is estimated to be about 204m (669ft) bgs. The Thorpe well places the UCA at 8.2m (27ft) bgs, the MCCU at 70m, (230ft)
bgs, and the MCA at 106m (347ft) bgs.
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Figure 20: Cross section 5
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Figure 21: Cross section 7
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Figure 22: Cross section 8
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Figure 23: Cross section 9
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Figure 24: Cross section 10
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Figure 25: Cross section 11
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Figure 26: Cross section 12
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Figure 27: Cross section 13
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Figure 28: Cross section 14
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Figure 29: Cross section 15
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Figure 30: Cross section 16
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Figure 31: Upper Claiborne aquifer surface map showing 50ft contour intervals. The UCA surface tends to dip towards the
southwest. The red is higher in elevation and the purple is lower in elevation. The surface maps were created via Petra using a
“minimum curvature (no faults) gridding algorithm. The surface maps and isopach maps used minimum curvature algorithm.
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Figure 32: The MCCU surface map is characteristic of the other surface maps; they all tend to dip towards
the southwest. The red is higher in elevation while the purple is deeper in elevation. The surface maps
were created via Petra using a “minimum curvature (no faults) gridding algorithm. The surface maps and
isopach maps used minimum curvature algorithm.
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Figure 33: Middle Claiborne aquifer surface map showing 50ft contour intervals. The MCA surface tends to dip towards the
southwest. The red is higher in elevation and the purple is lower in elevation. The surface maps were created via Petra using a
“minimum curvature (no faults) gridding algorithm. The surface maps and isopach maps used minimum curvature algorithm.
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Figure 34: Upper Claiborne aquifer isopach map showing 50ft contour intervals. The UCA isopach tends to thicken towards the
southwest. The red is thicker and the purple is thinner. The isopach maps were created via Petra using a “minimum curvature
(no faults) gridding algorithm. The surface maps and isopach maps used minimum curvature algorithm.
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Figure 35: Middle Claiborne confining unit isopach map showing 50ft contour intervals. The MCCU isopach tends to thicken
towards the southwest. The red is thicker and the purple is thinner. The isopach maps were created via Petra using a
“minimum curvature (no faults) gridding algorithm. The surface maps and isopach maps used minimum curvature algorithm.
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Chapter 4. Discussion and Conclusions
Primary hydrostratigraphic boundaries within the upper Mississippi Embayment
aquifer system (i.e. Claiborne aquifer system), including the upper Claiborne aquifer,
middle Claiborne confining unit, and middle Claiborne aquifer, were successfully
correlated across Hickman and Fulton counties in western Kentucky using down-hole
gamma and resistivity well logs to construct sixteen cross-sections to map the surfaces of
each hydrostratigraphic unit. Isopach maps were subsequently derived for the UCA and
MCCU. The variation in thickness of the MCCU is an important characteristic for the
Claiborne aquifer system, because the thinning and/or absence of the MCCU indicates
the potential for vertical hydraulic connectivity between the UCA and MCA. Results
show the thicknesses of the confining unit range between 10.12 m (33.21 ft) and 67.80 m
(222.44 ft). Although there is no direct evidence for the absence of the MCCU,
additional well logs in the vicinity of the thinnest areas are needed to enhance the
resolution and corroborate this observation.
Although the MCCU tops are not sampled in all wells, the surface map shows a
general southwesterly dip, and the MCCU isopach indicates a thickening in the same
direction. These general trends correlate well with the known southwest-plunging
synclinal shape of the Mississippi Embayment (e.g., reference). Surface maps of the
UCA and MCA follow similar trends.
Two geophysical methods; electric resistivity and seismic walkaway surveys,
were also used to image hydrostratigraphic boundaries within the Claiborne aquifer
system at the Thorpe Well location. Three different electric resistivity arrays were
collected, including the Wenner, Schlumberger, and dipole-dipole. The Schlumberger
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electrical resistivity array provided the best image (of the three resistivity arrays) of the
UCA and MCCU (Figure 8). The Schlumberger profile had the most signal to noise
ratio. Although the smoothing of the inversion process does not provide discrete
boundary images, the Schlumberger array is considered a good first-order imaging
method for hydrostratigraphy with these electrical parameters and at these depths. The
electric resistivity method was unable to successfully image the deeper MCA given the
available instrumentation limitations. In order to image the MCA, a longer electrode
spacing and array length is required. Using a Pole-dipole array may be another
alternative array for imaging the MCA with the instrumentation available in this
investigation. The pole-dipole array consists of one infinity current electrode placed in
line with the survey located at a distance greater than 5 times the length of the survey.
The other current electrode is placed on the survey end closer to the infinite electrode.
The potential pair is spaced close together on the end of the array furthest from the
infinite electrode. The electrode configuration for this survey is CCPP (current, current,
potential, potential).
The seismic walkaway sounding collected at the Thorpe location successfully
imaged the MCCU and MCA, as well as deeper uninterpreted units. Imaging the UCA
was unsuccessful. An unconventional receiver group spacing on the order of a few
centimeters may successfully sample and image this horizon, and is recommended for
field testing in follow up investigations.
The electric resistivity survey provides better shallow imaging while the seismic
soundings have more robust capabilities in the deeper subsurface. It is also noted the
electric resistivity data are much more time efficient to process compared with seismic
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data; however, electric resistivity field acquisition is much more time and labor intensive
than seismic surveys of similar scale.
Integrated non-invasive electric resistivity and seismic-reflection walkaway
soundings were able to successfully image the primary hydrostratigraphic boundaries
within the Claiborne aquifer system. An advantage of resistivity is that it may be
showing variation in sandstone-conductive unit at a scale that would be difficult to see
through drilling alone. If the resistivity trace is accurately imaging sandstone
conductivity, then the figure shows lenticular sand bodies with a sharp, variable base and
possibly lateral thinning near 65 m. Lenticular sandstones would be expected in fluvialdeltaic successions, like those previously interpreted for the Claiborne. The electric
resistivity was better suited to image the shallow subsurface (UCA and MCCU). The
seismic method was better able to image the deeper subsurface horizons (MCCU, MCA
and additional deeper uninterpreted units). An integrated geophysical methods approach
is recommended for future characterization of the Claiborne aquifer system. However,
acquisition and analysis of invasive well-drilling and borehole geophysical methods (i.e.
gamma and resistivity, as well as caliper, density, and neutron porosity logs) are
recommended to improve correlation and resolution.
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Appendix A: Shear Wave Seismic Data

The geophone array consists of 24-30Hz Mark Product single component horizontal
sensors, spaced 1m apart. The elements were oriented orthogonal to the line direction
(i.e. SH mode). The energy source was a 2.3kg hammer and modified H-plate oriented
orthogonal to line direction. Flanges were placed into prepared slit trenches to optimize
energy coupling with the ground. Walkaway offsets were performed off end of the array
at 1 and 50m. The seismograms from each offset were spliced into a single 96 trace
seismogram. The seismograms are shown with: a) no signal processing enhancement,
and b) filtered with a 30/50 to 200/220hz bandpass and automatic gain control with 100
millisecond time window. Significant surface wave (Love) is present in the dataset,
masking any reflection signal. The red arrow indicates a possible reflecting signal, but
the lack of coherence across the seismogram precludes positive identification of an
associated hyperbolic event.
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